
 MASCOT® ADVANCED      ULTIMATE STRETCH and high wear resistance  EN 
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HIGH 
 WEAR RESISTANCE 

 WITH FULL 
 FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT 

 Functional workwear with multiple features, great 

freedom of movement and exceptional durability. 

MASCOT® ADVANCED is workwear for you, who needs 

functional details and great comfort all day long. 

The trousers are a combination of a low weight and 

stretch, which gives you the feeling of trousers you do 

not want to take o� . MASCOT® ADVANCED is for you, 

who demands a bit more from your workwear without 

compromise. 
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 Read more at MASCOT’s website www.mascotworkwear.com/ultimate-stretch 
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T rousers
Trousers in stretch with extremely 
durable knees
• Unique freedom of movement with ULTIMATE STRETCH.

• Extremely durable and robust – in particular on knees.

• Greater comfort through ventilation at the knees.

• Detachable holster pockets.

• Water-repellent.
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 Trousers with kneepad pockets and 
holster pockets 

 Trousers with kneepad pockets   
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S  horts and 3/4-length trousers 

 ¾ Length Trousers with 
holster pockets 

 Shorts with holster pockets 
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Tested 
to Work
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 Read more at MASCOT’s website www.mascotworkwear.com/tested-to-work 
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1
STAY DRY

2
KEEP WARM

3
WEATHER

PROTECTION

 Count to three when getting dressed for the 

working day.    

 Stay dry  

 Stay warm 

 Stay protected from the 

elements 

 Combine layers depending on the ambient 

temperature and your level of physical 

activity. 

 Layer up 
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Read more at MASCOT’s website www.mascotworkwear.com/dress-in-layers
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 A moisture wicking 
layer 
 The clothing you wear right 
next to your skin should 
have an excellent ability 
for absorbing perspiration, 
distributing it over a larger 
area and leading it away 
through the other layers of 
your outfi t. 

 L  ayer 1: 

 T-shirt, long-sleeved 

 Polo Shirt with chest pocket 
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2
KEEP WARM
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 A warm and insulating 
layer 
 Above all else, the middle 
layer should be insulating 
and breathable. If it is 
particularly cold outside, 
try several thin, insulating 
layers. 

 L  ayer 2: 

 Fleece Jumper with zipper 

 Thermal Gilet 
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3
WEATHER

PROTECTION
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17035
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 A layer to protect you 
from the elements 
 The outer layer needs to 
be breathable to expel 
moisture. In addition, it 
should also be wind and 
waterproof/water-repellent. 

 Stay warm with CLIMASCOT® 

 CLIMASCOT® Lightweight Insulation is an 
advanced, lightweight lining with excellent 
insulation properties. The lining is both 
breathable and quick drying. On an active 
day, the CLIMASCOT® lining will make sure 
that your body can easily expel excess heat, 
and it will keep you from getting cold and 
wet. All while providing an exceptional level 
of comfort. The lining material is made from 
35% recycled polyester. 

L  ayer 3: 

 Winter Jacket 

 Outer Shell Jacket 
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cycled

40%40%

main material

 Mix and match with over 
700 products in the 
MASCOT range. 

 A  ccessories 

 Hoodie with zipper 

 T-shirt 

 Kneepads 

 Knitted Hat 

 Safety Shoe 
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 CHOOSE YOUR 
 FAVOURITE 
WORKWEAR 
 EVERY TIME 

 We would like to produce your favourite workwear. 

Workwear you would like to use again and again 

and that meet your needs for function and comfort. 

Your favourite workwear needs to be of the highest 

quality and produced responsible. When we say 

decency, we mean production characterised by 

e�  cient resource usage and the lowest possible 

levels of waste and emissions as a result. And 

naturally, it needs to stand up to heavy use. Our 

goal is that every single one of our products 

become your favourite workwear that you will use 

time after time and as long as possible. This will not 

only bene� t you, but also the environment. 

 Read more at MASCOT’s website www.mascotworkwear.com/social-responsibility 
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Dark navy &

Dark navy/black

17482-944-010
T-shirt

17281-944-010
T-shirt, long-sleeved

17283-945-010
Polo Shirt with chest pocket

17484-319-01009
Sweatshirt with zipper

17103-316-01009
Fleece Jumper with zipper

17105-309-01009
Knitted Jacket with zipper

17165-318-01009
Thermal Gilet

17115-318-01009
Jacket

17015-318-010
Jacket

17035-411-010
Winter Jacket

17001-411-01009
Outer Shell Jacket
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17031-311-010
Trousers with holster pockets

17079-311-010
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17179-311-010
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17279-311-010
Trousers

21679-311-010
Functional Trousers

17049-311-010
¾ Length Trousers with holster 

pockets

17149-311-010
Shorts with holster pockets
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Black &

Black/dark anthracite

17482-944-09
T-shirt

17281-944-09
T-shirt, long-sleeved

17283-945-09
Polo Shirt with chest pocket

17782-945-09
T-shirt

17484-319-09
Sweatshirt with zipper

17384-319-09
Hoodie with zipper

17105-309-09
Knitted Jacket with zipper

17165-318-0918
Thermal Gilet

17115-318-0918
Jacket

17015-318-09
Jacket

17001-411-0918
Outer Shell Jacket

17035-411-09
Winter Jacket
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* Available until stocks are exhausted.

17101-311-0918
Jacket

17031-311-09
Trousers with holster pockets

17079-311-09
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17179-311-09
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17279-311-09
Trousers

21679-311-09
Functional Trousers

17049-311-09
¾ Length Trousers with holster 

pockets

17149-311-09
Shorts with holster pockets

17101-311-0944
Jacket
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Dark anthracite &

Dark anthracite/black

17482-944-18
T-shirt

17283-945-18
Polo Shirt with chest pocket

17782-945-18
T-shirt

17103-316-1809
Fleece Jumper with zipper

17003-316-1809
Fleece jumper with half zip
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17031-311-18
Trousers with holster pockets

17079-311-18
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17179-311-18
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17279-311-18
Trousers

17049-311-18
¾ Length Trousers with holster 

pockets

17149-311-18
Shorts with holster pockets

21679-311-18
Functional Trousers
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Moss green & 

Moss green/black 

 17001-411-3309 
 Outer Shell Jacket 

 17103-316-3309 
 Fleece Jumper with zipper 

 17115-318-3309 
 Jacket 

 17105-309-3309 
 Knitted Jacket with zipper 
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 * Available until stocks are exhausted. 

 17031-311-33 
 Trousers with holster pockets 

 17079-311-33 
 Trousers with kneepad pockets 

 17179-311-33 
 Trousers with kneepad pockets 

 21679-311-3309 
 Functional Trousers 

 17049-311-33 
 ¾ Length Trousers with holster 

pockets 

 17149-311-33 
 Shorts with holster pockets 
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Dark petroleum & 

Dark petroleum/black 

 17482-944-44 
 T-shirt 

 17115-318-4409 
 Jacket 

 17165-318-4409 
 Thermal Gilet 

 17103-316-4409 
 Fleece Jumper with zipper 

 17001-411-4409 
 Outer Shell Jacket 

 17105-309-4409 
 Knitted Jacket with zipper 

 17101-311-0944 
 Jacket 
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Dark petroleum/black

* Available until stocks are exhausted.

17031-311-44
Trousers with holster pockets

17079-311-44
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17179-311-44
Trousers with kneepad pockets

21679-311-4409
Functional Trousers
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WWhite &hite &

WWhite/dark anthracitehite/dark anthracite

18378-311-06 - *DIAMOND
18388-311-06 - *PEARL

17031-311-06
Trousers with holster pockets

17079-311-06
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17179-311-06
Trousers with kneepad pockets

17165-318-0618
Thermal Gilet

17115-318-0618
Jacket

17001-411-0618
Outer Shell Jacket

Trousers with kneepad pockets
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Grey-flecked/
white

Grey-flecked/
black

WWhite/dark anthracitehite/dark anthracite

* Available until stocks are exhausted.

17103-316-0809
Fleece Jumper with zipper

17149-311-06
Shorts with holster pockets

17049-311-06
¾ Length Trousers with holster 

pockets

17283-945-0806
Polo Shirt with chest pocket
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L  ight khaki 

 17031-311-55 
 Trousers with holster pockets 

 17079-311-55 
 Trousers with kneepad pockets 

 17179-311-55 
 Trousers with kneepad pockets 

 17049-311-55 
 ¾ Length Trousers with holster 

pockets 

 17149-311-55 
 Shorts with holster pockets 
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SA8000

 Being TESTED TO WORK is a commitment 
 Society expects modern companies to work continuously to become 
and remain a sustainable business.   Companies must balance their 

environmental, social and fi nancial bottom lines in order to contribute to 
a more sustainable future for both current and future generations.   Here at 
MASCOT, we take great pride in doing our part, but we also remain humble 

in our approach towards these goals. 

 Own production facilities in Vietnam and Laos 
 Here at MASCOT, we sew all our clothes ourselves. We have 3500 col-
leagues in Vietnam and Laos who produce our workwear and winter cloth-
ing. Our colleagues work within a European work culture and under secure 
contract conditions. 

 Long-lasting products 
 MASCOT is your guarantee for long-lasting workwear made with respect 
for the environment and for people. The longer your clothing lasts you, the 
smaller the climate footprint of each product will be. 

 Working for a sustainable future 
 MASCOT works strategically on the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
and places particular focus on goal number 12 – responsible consumption 
and production. 

 Socially responsible production 
 75% of MASCOT’s products are produced at SA8000-certi� ed factories. 
SA8000 guarantees a secure and decent work environment as well as good 
working conditions. 
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 An all-in-one solution 
 It is not just our products which are TESTED TO WORK. Easy 
ordering, good service and fast delivery are all included when you 
shop with MASCOT. 

 Smart system for workwear orders 
 The MASCOT® SmartStore is an online logistics and ordering system 
for the fast, simple and problem-free placement and management 
of orders. 

 A global workwear solution 
 Does your company work across several countries? MASCOT can 
make purchasing workwear simpler via a special procurement 
solution for your business – available worldwide. 

 Size chart 
 Find your MASCOT size. We will help you � nd the perfect size. 

 Printing and embroidery 
 No matter which ordering solution you choose, it is always easy to 
add a logo or embroidery to your order. 

 Individual product adjustments 
 Are you a larger company with a need for special orders or other 
individual adjustments? We o� er tailored solutions that provide you 
with workwear to meet your needs. 

 Read more at MASCOT’s website www.mascotworkwear.com 
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 MASCOT® is a registered trademark, owned by Mascot 
International A/S. 
 No liability accepted for product alterations, price changes, 
printing errors and inability to supply or deliver. 




